Dear Principal,

**CityU Information Day - Briefing Seminar for Student Athletes Admission Scheme 2013-14**

The aim of the Student Athletes Admission Scheme (SAAS) is to provide opportunities for the outstanding student athletes to study in City University of Hong Kong (CityU), as well as to offer sports scholarships to recognize their sports achievements. A Briefing Seminar of the scheme will be organized on **20 October 2012, Saturday 1030-1200 (Session I) and 1430-1600 (Session II)** at the Multi-Purpose Room A, B & C of CityU to brief potential student athletes about the Scheme. You are cordially invited to nominate the interested students to attend one of the briefing sessions, and to meet our student athletes admitted through the Scheme at the seminar. Besides, they will have a chance to visit CityU’s well-equipped sports facilities after the sessions.

Attached please find the leaflet of the Scheme, together with the Seminar Nomination Form, the SAAS Preliminary Application Form, and the Program Rundown for your information and nomination. Kindly remind the responsible teachers to return the Nomination Form and the SAAS Preliminary Application Form to us by e-form (**sope@cityu.edu.hk**) or by fax (34420315) before **18 October 2012**.

For further enquiries, please feel free to contact Ms. Winnie Fok at 34426940 / **sope@cityu.edu.hk**, or the undersigned at 34428056 / **sopengai@cityu.edu.hk**. You may also visit our web page at **http://www.cityu.edu.hk/sds/pes/teams/SAAS.htm** for further details.

Looking forward to receiving your students.

Yours sincerely,

Roy NGAI
Head Coach
Physical Education Section
Student Development Services